
L. O. V. E. CONVERSATIONS
If your goal is to having a loving relationship, you need to communicate in a sensitive, loving way. This doesn't mean 

you change who you are. It means you may need to change your ways of communicating however. Think of it as skills-

building. Having this intent is a good start, along with having this conversation tool. The real benefit is in PRACTICING.

Listen with an 
Open heart and mind
Validate and acknowledge each other
Express our thoughts and feelings softly, simply and slowly

Listen Tune into words, tune into feelings, with the intent to empathize, and absorb your partners facial expressions 

and body language. Although it is necessary to express our feelings and needs in relationships, listening is the most 

effective tool we have to open the lines of communication and cultivate connection. 

 Side note The experts say to NOT INTERRUPT your partner. However, I encourage you to have a discussion  

 with your partner, sooner than later, in order to understand how they feel about interruptions. They may 

 actually PREFER INTERRUPTIONS over undivided attention. I state this because I actually enjoy interruptions 

 as they helps me realize my partner is actually paying attention to what I am saying and engaging in 

 conversation. Although, I am rare. Most people prefer not being interrupted. 

Open heart and mind Is having the intent to listen with a clean slate, free of judgments and assumptions. 

Validate Pause and acknowledge what your partner has said. You may state back what you perceived and offer your 

understanding. This needs to be genuine understanding. 

 If you need more clarity in terms of what was stated, then say something like, “I want to understand what 
 you are saying, however I need more clarity about what you mean…” 

 If you're negatively impacted by what was said, it is important to state with honesty something like (in 

 your own words), “I heard what you said, and want to let you know, when you told me how you feel, I felt 
 bad/embarrassed/upset/etc. so at some point I think it makes sense for us to talk about that as well."

Express  Satisfying, loving relationships typically involve conversations about feelings, hopes, dreams, and 

disappointments… rather than superficial small talk. 

There is attractiveness in vulnerability and deep, genuine, authentic, emotional connection. In fact, this is how we 

bond as human beings, and cultivate a sense of belonging, trust and love. 

“When one partner is willing to disclose something of his or her ‘inner life’ and the other partner is willing 

to listen and validate what is shared, the emotional bond between these two people is strengthened.”

COMMUNICATION


